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GET PREPARED FOR THE FLOOD SEASON 
BY USING THE WORLD’S #1

FLOOD PROTECTION PRODUCT.

U.S. / International Flood Control Corp., “THE Sandbag Replacement Company”. is an
EMERGENCY RAPID DEPLOYMENT Tiger DamTM system that is unique, affordable and 
effective. This Tiger DamTM System consists of elongated flexible tubes which maybe quickly 
stacked, joined end to end and filled with water.  The pyramid shaped structure forms a 
barrier to protect buildings, resort properties and any other structures prior to the onset
of a flood.

The tubes can be filled with a 2 inch pump, a fire hydrant (fastest) or a garden hose.  The 
tubes are capable of being stacked up to a maximum of 32 feet high and linked together 
seamlessly for miles.  They can be virtually any length and take any shape.  Each tube weighs 
65 lbs dry and 6300 lbs when filled with water.  

These temporary engineered, interlocking, flexible tubes are then drained of water which 
flows back into the river when the flooding subsides.  The result is a reusable system that 
protects property without the need of sandbags.  When the floodwaters recede, the tubes 
can be drained within minutes, rolled up and reused again and again.  They can easily roll up 
into a small package for storage (approximately 10 inches high x 19 inches wide); therefore 
protecting our environment and with no environmental damage at all.   Our system is 
completely environmentally friendly.

When deployed properly, our Tiger DamTM System may be able to divert up to 100% of 
floodwaters.  Our System can be assembled within minutes using floodwater or any water 
source with the help of as few as two people (depending on the scope of the job).

The tubes can be easily repaired with a vinyl repair kit, awning repair kit, a simple bicycle 
repair kit, or wet weld (duct-tape – temporary fix only).

No heavy equipment is required to use the Emergency Rapid Deployment Tiger DamTM 
System. Deployment can be done from a pickup truck, the trunk of a car, emergency 
vehicles, etc.

Our patented Tiger DamTM System is the only thing you may need for any
future flooding problems.



POTENTIAL PRODUCT APPLICATIONS.

Homeland Security application – temporary Holding tank / reServoir
Contain spilled bio-hazardous materials, wastewater and terrorist intended chemical liquids.

90 second rapid deployment diversion dam / containment dam, 50lbs when empty, rolls can be 
immediately filled to 50 feet holding 6000 lbs of chemical liquid or slurry type mixtures.  Safely 
diverts spill contaminants away from fresh water, diverting supply. (e.g. train accident spills liquid 
onto the ground) – simply use a 2” pump, pump the sand/debris into the tube – the tube becomes 
an airtight holding tank, with over 6000 lbs capacity.  Once contained in the holding tank, the spill 
can be pumped out at a safe and convenient time into a bio-hazardous tank truck / water truck and 
disposed of according to environmental standards.

retention pondS – urBan areaS
The Tiger DamTM system can be used as an alternative to reduce the number of acres required 
for storm water retention and the costs associated with excavating and removing fill material from 
subdivisions. Retention Ponds – Rural Areas

Spring runoff could be retained for future seasonal irrigation.

protective deviceS for protecting telepHone, fiBer opticS,
Hydro and otHer utilitieS.
The Tiger DamTM system can replace the use of sandbags and crews needed to man the sandbag 
walls to protect the utility and the employees in a time of flooding.

containment for cHemical plantS
The Tiger DamTM system can be used to contain spills versus expensive earth works and 
containment membranes.

containment for Sewage
Many cites in older areas have combined sewer systems (sewage and storm water).  During 
peak rain events, the system cannot handle the capacity and spills directly into the river system, 
bypassing the sewage treatment.  Containment, specifically placed could control large volumes of 
water accumulation to reduce the threat of the combine system reaching its capacity causing raw 
sewage from going into the river system.

irrigation ditcHeS
The Tiger DamTM system could be used to transport/divert water from rivers similar to irrigation 
channels.  The product would be used to contain / channel water to agricultural areas versus 
excavating costly irrigation ditches, used only in low precipitation years,
transport where required.



Cost Comparison

Cost Comparison

Description of Material / Activity USACOE
*

Customer
**

Berms

# Sandbags / # of Berms 3,100 2,500 6
Direct Material Cost NA $2000 $7500
Labor hrs / Cost to fill 69 hrs $5500 <5 mins
Annual Makeup Costs (no deployment) - $7700 $7500
Labor hrs / Cost to deploy 61 hrs $3000 1 hr
Labor hrs / Cost to remove 53 hrs $2000 1 hr
Deployment Labor Hours / Cost per Event 114 hrs $6000 2 Hrs
Sandbag transport: # Pickup loads 15 - -
Equipment Costs for makeup, deployment, removal - $1200 -
Berm transport: # Pickup loads - - 1
Total Cost for 100’ Protection (make, deploy, remove) $19,375 $14,700 $7500
Total Cost/ Sandbag or Berm (make, deploy, remove) $6.25 $4.40 $1250 + 2 hrs
Average lifetime before replacement 1 yr 1 yr 20+ yrs
2 Year Cumulative Costs (no deployment) - $15,400 $7500
5 Year Cumulative Costs (no deployment) - $38,500 $7500
10 Year Cumulative Costs (no deployment) - $77,000 $7500

COST COMPARISON OF SANDBAGS TO PORTABLE WATER-FILLED BERMS TO PRODUCE A 100 FOOT LONG
IMPOUNDMENT FOR PROVIDING 18” PROTECTION

Compares USACOE Data with Customer Actual Costs for Making 2500 Sandbags and 50’ Sectional Berm System

*US Army Corps of Engineers estimate of $6.25/sandbag total cost for materials, makeup, deployment, and removal of 3100 sandbags.
** Customer actual costs to makeup 2500 Sandbags annually, deployment and removal costs estimated using standard labor rates.

Cost Comparison of Sandbags to portable water-filled 
berms to produce a 50 foot long impoundment

for providing 18” Protection

Compares USACOE Data with Customer Actual Costs for
Making 2500 Sandbags and 50’ Sectional Berm System 

*US Army Corps of Engineers estimate of $6.25/sandbag total cost for materials,
makeup, deployment, and removal of 3100 sandbags.

** Customer actual costs to makeup 2500 Sandbags annually, deployment and
removal costs estimated using standard labor rates.



 



Soaring fuel costs to operate dump trucks, loaders, conveyer belts, and sandbag machines, 
coupled with the lack of labor during critical notice of the accident or impending disaster, 
our rapid deployment system is both labor and energy efficient as well as much more 
environmentally friendly when compared to sandbags.

The problem of flooding is wide spread and its effects are catastrophic when left unchecked.

Property damage may be mitigated and lives may be saved by implementing a proactive 
strategy to deal with floods.

A critical element in any action plan is the ability to control, divert, and contain flood waters  
to certain areas and to have the ability to respond in a rapid, flexible fashion during an 
emergency, especially when resources are stretched to the limit.  

Our inflatable Tiger DamTM system may be able to meets the needs of emergency response 
personnel and integrates with existing systems to allow the response teams a greater 
opportunity to control the flood and mitigate damage. 

Low labor and quick filling time  minimizes people’s time on the front lines who may be in 
harms way. Plus no heavy sandbags to lift will MINIMIZE Employee Health claims.

Environmentally friendly so it leaves no foot print and can be filled with the
flood water (fresh/salt).

History and Development
Due to an ever increasing demand for an  
innovative, feasible alternative to sandbags,  
International Flood Control Corp. developed 
a  simple rapid deployment system designed 
to act as a temporary emergency Tiger DamTM 
suitable for use in a wide variety of situations.



Design Features
The system has been designed to be rugged, stable 
and  adaptable to a wide variety of situations and 
climates. The product was originally designed for 
ice flow in rivers, making it a very durable product.

It is comprised of a series of engineered,  
interlocking  Tiger Dam’sTM that when filled with 
water  form a (temporary) diversion Tiger DamTM.

Can be configured in a wide variety of shapes and 
sizes ranging from a few feet in length to a few 
miles in length and from 1.5 feet high to 32 feet high.

Can form 90 degree angle

Modular and simple to use (like building blocks). The universal components are easily 
connected and can be stacked.  This avoids wasting valuable time and resources keeping 
people out of harms way with the most precious commodity during a storm - TIME.

With speed as a critical component in building an emergency barrier, the system was designed 
to be deployed rapidly. Depending on the method of filling, each tube (19 inches x 50 feet 
long) can be filled in as little as 90 seconds.

Each component (tube weighs approx. 60 lbs. empty) can be handled by one or two people, 
thus eliminating the need for heavy equipment. When full of water it weighs over 6100 lbs.
(3 tons) to help ensure Tiger DamTM stability.

After the flood the equipment is simply   
drained, cleaned and rolled up for future use.

Can be temporarily repaired with duct tape or  
permanently  repaired with an
adhesive patch.



The system has been independently 
assessed for function and safety by a 
leading certified engineering laboratory. 

Research and development was conducted 
at the University of British Columbia’s 
Ocean Engineering Test Center (Oceanic 
Institute).

Test results showed that the system 
exceeded its design criteria and performed 
well under a  wide variety of situations.

During the test, the Tiger DamTM can be 
topped without failure.

Engineering

The system was stable when subjected to wave action.  
          
Burst test demonstrated a  maximum internal  pressure of 17 pounds per square inch. The 
system typically operates at 2 pounds per square inch.

Puncture tests met or exceed all applicable ISO standards.

The proprietary fabric is resistent to a wide range of chemicals and is UV stable.

The valves are 2 inch check valves with a bayonet style connector.

The connecting straps are 2 inch polyester with  approximately ten thousand pound tensile 
strength.

Engineering



Homeland Security 
The Tiger DamTM system may be able to contain 
spilled bio-hazardous materials, wastewater and 
terrorist intended chemical liquids.

The 90 second rapid deployment diversion  
Tiger DamTM weighs 60 lbs. when empty, can be 
immediately filled to 50 feet holding 6000 lbs. of 
chemical liquid or slurry type mixtures.  Simply 
use a 2” pump to pump the sand/debris into the 
tube. The tube becomes an airtight holding tank, 
with over 6000 lbs. capacity.  Once contained in 
the holding tank, the spill can be pumped out at 
a safe and convenient time into a bio-hazardous 
tank truck/water truck and disposed of according 
to environmental standards.

Retention Ponds – Urban Areas
The Tiger DamTM system can be used as an 
alternative to reduce the number of acres 
required for storm water retention and the costs 
associated with excavating and removing fill 
material from subdivisions.

Retention Ponds – Rural Areas
The Tiger DamTM system can retain spring run off 
for future seasonal irrigation.

Telephone, Fiber Optics, Hydro 
Dams and Utilities
The Tiger DamTM system can replace the use of 
sandbags and crews needed

to man the sandbag walls to protect the utility 
and the employees in a time of flooding.

Chemical Plants / HAZMAT
The Tiger DamTM system can be used to 
contain spills versus expensive earth works and 
containment membranes.

Containment for Sewage
Many cities in older areas have combined sewer 
systems (sewage and storm water).  During 
peak rain events, the system cannot handle the 
capacity and spills directly into the river system, 
bypassing the sewage treatment.  Containment, 
specifically placed could control large volumes 
of water accumulation to reduce the threat of the 
combined system reaching its capacity causing 
raw sewage from going into the river system.

Golf Courses
The Tiger DamTM system can be used to protect 
golf course fairways and greens through the 
process of diverting rivers and other threatening 
water sources.

Personal Property
The Tiger DamTM system can quickly protect 
your property from the onset of floods.  By 
strategically placing the flexible barrier around 
your home, you can prevent floodwaters from 
destroying your property and assets.

Applications



Road Ways
When constructing roadways, crews can 
effortlessly implement the Tiger DamTM system 
to block waters. This enables a hassle free 
environment to easily and efficiently complete a 
project.

River Crossings
Whether the need is to contain parts of a river 
for environmental reasons or simply to repair 
walkways or bridges, the Tiger DamTM system is an 
economical and environmentally friendly product 
that assists in making any project easier. 

Bridge Repair
The Tiger DamTM system can assist in creating 
safe work areas for crews working on jobs such as 
major bridge repairs. The products also enables 
crews to maneuver around with ease.

Water Storage
Some floods cause irreparable damages, including 
to a towns water supply. When the Tiger DamTM 
system is filled with clean water it can be used for 
safe drinking water in case of emergencies.

Irrigation Ditches
The Tiger DamTM system can be used to transport/
divert water from rivers similar to irrigation 
channels. The product can be used to contain/
channel water to agricultural areas versus 
excavating costly irrigation ditches, used only in 
low precipitation years.

Refineries / Chemical Plants
The Tiger DamTM system can be used to protect 
refineries from potentially threatening flood water 
as well may contain many spills.

Applications

Applications



Photos

HAZMAT Protection during
2010 Deep Horizon Oil Spill
The Tiger DamTM system was utilized by 
British Petroleum for shoreline protection 
on the Louisiana coast line as the last line 
of defence against the 2010 Deep Horizon 
Oil spill. 

A 20 mile barrier; 3 ft in height was 
anchored into the beach so as to withstand 
the force of the gulf and was found to be 
an effective tool in protecting the fragile 
estuaries beyond the shoreline from the oil 
washing ashore.

Tiger DamsTM are a versatile system - 
year after year, emergency managers 
are successful in mitigating a variety of 
issues and discovering new and creative 
applications, none are too big or too small.



Photos

 Office Tower Protection

 Condo Tower Protection

 Levee Topping



Photos

 Can be Frozen

 Instant HAZMAT Dump

Large Scale Industrial                   
Application



The Tiger DamTM System is ideal for retention 
ponds on top of river banks, levees and road 
ways; anywhere you are able to use heavy 
equipment for access, ie. forklift.

• Tiger DamsTM can be joined together to form any shape, 
squares, triangles etc. The added benefit of the Tiger DamTM 
system is that all tubes can be joined or stacked along the 
river bank or levee depending on flood elevations.

• Each 3, 6, 9 and 12 ’  Super Tigers are available in 100 ’ 
tubes with two 8 ’ sleeves and provide approx. 100’ of flood 
protection by 38 ” - 144” high. The dry weight of each tube is 
(3’ x 280 lbs). Custom sizes available.

• 2 ”x 2 ” heavy duty air check valves are located on both 
ends for filling or draining. These tubes can be filled with 
water, salt water, mud slurry or concrete. Each filled tube is 
approx. 22302 liters.

• All of our Tiger DamTM super sized bags have a minimum 
of three valves; two valves for filling and one main air 
drain valve. The filling valves are located on both ends 
of the tube to provide easy access for filling or draining 
individually or simultaneously to increase the filling or 
draining speed. All have a 5 year guarantee on product 
materials.

• The fabric is made of heavy duty double coated nylon or 
PVC made of proprietary ingredients. 
• You can join or stack small and large Tiger DamTM systems 
together.

• 18 anchors are required for every 100’ of tubing. We 
recommend anchors with 18 straps x 18 x 3’ anchors. 
This will provide you with 10,000 lbs. of added stabilization 
strength per anchor or approx. 180,000 lbs. for every 100’
depending on soil. 
• We recommend nothing less than a 36 ” helical anchor.
36 ” x 3/4 ” galvanized steel shaft with two 4 ” helical discs on 
it.  These may require a minimum of 4 ’ x 3/4 ” with two 6 ” 
helical discs depending on soil conditions.
 
• A soil test was done by a University of Manitoba Engineer 
in March of 2011.  The test was performed on frozen and  
unfrozen ground ranged from 18,000 to 30,000 lbs. of pull 
resistance both straight and on a horizontal pull. There were 
varied results for the unfrozen ground tests: Some were not 
able to be pulled out of the ground because the equipment 
was not strong enough. None of the frozen ground anchors 
were able to be pulled out. All of these anchors were 36 
” x 3/4 ” galvanized steel with a 3 ” disc with a bottom for 
penetration and a 4 ” disc for holding power. Both tests were 
done on the Red River in Winnipeg Manitoba. 
Call before you dig. Please check with your local
utilities department, as well as your local soil 
engineer for soil strength before digging
or drilling. 



Clearing up misconceptions about

TIGER DAMSTM     the competition

SUMMARY:

TIGER DAMS TM are, by far, the World’s fastest deployed flood control tool, period. Tiger DamsTM are a product of their 
environment and must always be deployed in a proper and safe manner. Our goal is to keep the public and first responders 
out of harm’s way.

TIGER DAMS TM SUPER TIGERS have air release valves conveniently located in the middle of the tube and 2 x 2 inch 
heavy duty air pressure valve connections on both ends, allowing the SUPER TIGERS to be filled or drained from both ends 
simultaneously.  These are the only DAMS in the WORLD that can be pressurized to create taller barriers without a wide 
base, using less material . Tiger DamsTM circular shape yields less of a waterbed look  and is able to achieve greater height 
on a smaller base, which is invaluable on narrow river banks, levees and around trees and buildings. 

• No valves • An elephant trunk tie off system, • Very wide square waterbed shape (11ft wide base and a egg shape still rolls) 
• Very slow to fill and nearly impossible to drain.

TIGER DAMS TM • Pump in or pump out, • 2, 3, 4 or 6 inch pumps all fit to our Tiger DamsTM connections including a fire 
hydrant, • or water truck connected directly to the Tiger DamsTM.

• No valves. • No direct connection.

TIGER DAMS TM can be stacked and / or joined continuously to form any shape or length.  At this time,
SUPER TIGERS at 20ft in diameter are our largest.  Our 19in Tiger DamsTM can be stacked 30ft high.

• They cannot be stacked or joined continuously.

TIGER DAMS TM SUPER TIGERS are 3ft x 100ft, weigh 280lbs and can protect 38 inches with our patented
Tiger DamTM system which may include straps and anchors, depending on standing water or severity of water flow/current. 

• They would need greater than 5ft bladder x11ft base system to equal our heights. • The cost of their product to reach our true height will 
far exceed ours. • 3ft high x 100ft over 600 plus lbs. when filled protects 2ft (off their official chart). • Because you cannot go beyond 
75/25% water VS tube height rule for all bladders with standing water and flowing water decreases dramatically. 
• When we have seen theirs filled, they cannot acheive full height because there is no valve to force water into, especially when any 
uneven ground. • Technically they say their 5ft dam will yield 37.5 in of protection, but with the 75/25% rule for all bladders, they will need 
an excess of 5ft high to reach our protection heights.

TIGER DAMS TM- THE MOST IMPORTANT FOR ALL BLADDER SYSTEMS,  Tiger DamsTM can be strapped for extra 
strength and anchored with many different kinds of anchors  such as ocean anchors, boat anchors, earthen anchors, shovel 
anchors etc. They have even seen them tied to trees and pillars.

• They absolutely cannot be anchored or tied, as their material is so thin and fragile that the straps will cut into it and rip them it to pieces.
(made from a thin film water bed material).

TIGER DAMS TM- All Tiger DamsTM are made with super strong materials with proprietary blends of, but not limited to, PVC, 
polyurethane and nylon which can be filled with fresh and salt water, mud slurry, amp gel, oil, hazardous materials and 
concrete etc.

• ONLY can be filled with water .

TIGER DAMS TMSUPER TIGERS can be joined and stacked with our standard 19 inch Tiger DamsTM.
• Cannot be stacked or joined seamlessly to our Tiger DamsTM.

The use of bladder systems has been around since the 1950’s and with so many makeshift shops manufacturing them in the garage, they were 
doomed to fail.  We think the idea of a reusable system to fight water with water is still genius. International Flood Control believes in starting with 
QUALITY and using the very best products including our highly engineered valves, fabrics made in Canada and the USA, and then assembled and 
manufactured them in Vancouver, Canada and New Orleans, USA.  Our state-of-the-art  SERT trailers are made in Winnipeg, Canada, and our
patented system of sleeves, stacking, anchoring and joining make us the very best in both SAFETY and PERFORMANCE.
International Flood Control has learned from their mistakes and is a stronger company because of them. International Flood Control has
worked with many governments, engineers’ tests/ questions, demonstrations, customer feedback and extensive challenges around the
world, always striving to be better. International Flood Control, Tiger DamsTM, our products and our people are not perfect and
continue to have an open mind about our products and wish to be a student of flood mitigation for many years to come.
Tiger DamsTM  is such a versatile tool with so many different uses for our products - THAT is why they are the
preferred Flood Control System of Governments, Fortune 500 companies and
Emergency Managers around the world.



STANDARD EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAILER



RETENTION

The Tiger DamTM system is an innovative and feasible alternative to sandbags.  It is a simple, cost 
effective rapid deployment system designed to act as a temporary emergency dam.

The Tiger DamTM rapidly deploys in as little as 90 seconds with minimal manpower.  Each standard 
dam is 19 inches x 50 feet and replaces the equivalent of 500 sandbags.  The Tiger DamTM is the 
only system that is patented to join together to form a dam of any length and the ONLY system that 
is stackable (from 19 inches to 32 feet in height).  The system is re-usable andenvironmentally.

A critical element in any action plan is the ability to control, divert and contain flood waters to 
certain areas and to have the ability to respond in a rapid, flexible fashion during an emergency.  
The pyramid shaped structure forms a barrier to protect buildings, infrastructure, resort properties 
and other critical structures prior to the onset of  flood.



CONCRETE
 

Each 50ft tube contains when full 98.5 cubic feet of concrete, and weights 14282 pounds.

Each Tiger DamTM will fill in approximately 5 minutes.  A typical Schwing Concrete Pump SP88 
or similar will fill one tube in approximately 5 minutes. The concrete is a very small aggregate 
or non aggregate mixture with a flow additive.

This system interlocks seamlessly.  Minimal manpower to assemble.

Leaves no footprint, can be filled with water, new or recycled concrete, upon removal the 
concrete can be recycled again.  No Environmental issues as with semi-permanent sand 
filled systems.

For extra protection, you can get 100 thousand pounds of added extra strength using
our patented anchor system.

Using the 50 ft vapor barrier provides several beneficial factors including:  
Decreasing the hydrostatic pressure from the head of the Tiger DamTM, as well as scouring
and ocean erosion, further strengthening the levee itself.  

Diameter  |  Height/Length  |  Cubic Inches  |  Cubic Feet  |  Cubic Yard  |  Cubic Meter
19”     50’          170186            98.5  3.6        2.8



SECONDARY HAZMAT CONTAINMENT

The Tiger DamTM rapidly deploys in as little as 90 seconds with minimal manpower and can be 
custom manufactured to resist most chemicals at no extra cost.  Each standard dam is 19 inches x 
50 feet and can be filled with water or concrete. The Tiger DamTM is the only system that is patented 
to join together to form a dam of any length and the ONLY system that is stackable (from 19 inches 
to 32 feet in height). 

The re-usable Tiger DamTM can be used to contain spills; it can be easily moved, change size, 
dimension or direction halfway through a project unlike the more expensive permanent earthen 
berms, cost savings
will be enormous.

The Tiger DamTM system is currently being used to protect refineries, chemical plants, tank farms 
and critical industrial infrastructure.  Customers using the system include nuclear power plants, 
The US Strategic Petroleum Reserve, Exxon Mobile, and Conoco Phillips.



1-866-852-1118 toll free: 

402 N Division Street
Carson City, Nevada 89703

121 Kaylee Drive
Hahnville LA  70057

201, 505 8th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta  T2P 1G1


